CHAPTER #3 FROM
GUERRILLA GARDENING
BY THE BAND CALLED OH

SIGNAL CHAIN
Technical document regarding the recording and mixing of Late Som
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Recorded at Westerdals Oslo ACT
Engineered by Gergely Vikar

Main Vocal

1. Instrument
Vocals by Frode Larsen

2. Microphone / Preamp
AKG C414 XL II - SSL VHD PRE

3. Mix plugins
See "Mix"
Mix

Mix by Poppa Lars @ NORDalliansen HQ, Tromsø
Plug-ins used in mix

**DAW:** Logic X (10.3.1)

**Vocals:**
VMR w Hollywood Revival - Q2 - Little Alterboy

**Master Buss:**
Ampex 102 - VBC Grey - UAD Manley Massive Passive - Pro-L

**FX:**
Reverbs used; Live room from recording session, Logic Space Designer, FF Pro-R
Delays used; Roland RE-201, UAD Space Echo, Soundtoys Primal Tap
Master

Master by Morgan Nicolaysen at Propeller Mastering